
> the safehouse <

[The Harbourage] is a safehouse located outside Gainesville, 
FL that takes in (nondiscriminatory) victims of sexual trafficking.  At 
these safehouses, the residents will learn to operate as a family 
unit consisting of six to eight persons per household with one or 
two house parents.  They will be counseled, taught, and ultimately 
reintroduced to a stable life through a safehouse that holds no age 
bias and places no limit on the duration of stay.  All are treated on an 
individual rehabilitative basis and all are given an equal opportunity 
to live in peace.

> the site <

The site is located just outside the city of [High Springs, 
Florida].  In such a rural area, the design of the site heavily 
relies on seclusion as a means of security.  However it is still very 
important for those staying at the safehouses to be very active in 
the city and local community.  Fortunately, the city of High Springs, 
although small, has a very strong and meaningful voice.  With 
barely even 4,000 citizens within the city limits, this town is full of 
citizens that have a voice and genuinely care.  Not only does this 
city have weekly events and markets, but it operates in conjunction 
with the activities taking place in Gainesville, a larger city only 30 
minutes south.  With such a strong local culture, the integration of 
the residents at the Harbourage will be seamless.

> the rehabilitation <

[through nature]  The severity of abuse in each victim of sexual 
trafficking varies, but the bottom line is that each boy, girl, man, or 
woman has spent a significant amount time trying find consistency.  
This lack of consistency will lead to significant emotional, 
interpersonal, and spiritual stress.  The beautiful thing about 
Nature is that it gives back what is put into it.  A flower blooms when 
it is watered, this is constant.  Therefore when a child or young 
adult has the opportunity to take responsibility in Nature, he or she 
will reap what is sown.

[through pure living]  In a world where the last thing that these 
adolescents are exposed to is pure, it is very important to employ 
simple, natural and sustainable ideas that bring about pure living.  
Connecting with natural function builds upon ones innate ability to 
operate simply and efficiently.  Humans need this connection in 
order foster creativity and productivity.  So commonly are children 
separated from nature and consequently cannot appreciate the 
things they are given, the food that they eat, or the environment 
they live in.  At the Harbourage, each resident is required to take 
responsibility in the day to day functions of the house and be 
involved in every aspect of a sustainable life. 

[through fidelity]  The essence of trafficking is rooted in 
deception and altering one’s concept of reality.  It creates a world 
that is inconsistent and intrusive.  Therefore the goal is to design 
spaces that allows its user to imprint and form a strong relationship 
with his or her built environment. The spaces are meant to be 
very tangible and adherent to a connection to the surrounding 
environment.  

No matter what the situation, people need to find truth.  Whether 
religious or not, the one thing that is true is the world around us.  
Life is difficult enough and the last thing that someone needs is an 
environment that discourages contemplation.  Nature is a constant 
truth that bridges all beliefs. With this element in the architecture, 
a strong foundation is laid for answering life’s biggest questions.

THE HARBOURAGE  [safehouses for trafficked victims]

Human trafficking is a worldwide epidemic that exploits men, 
women and children for various services.  As most of the general 
public is familiar with in some shape or form this degradation of 
human life, few are familiar with its existence within the United 
States.  Not under lack of concern, but under a lack of awareness.  
The reality is that every year, nearly 50,000 women and children 
are brought into the United States for sexual exploitation and over 

100,000 U.S. women and children are sold for sexual services 
within the United States every year.  50% of these victims are under 
the age of 18, including boys and girls as young as 4 years old. (CIA 
& USDOJ)  Fortunately, there are organizations, both private and 
federal, that are constantly working to rescue those involved and 
arrest those responsible; however this is just the first step.  The 
women and children that are rescued under the age 18 are placed 

into foster care.  Those who are too old, are simply released.  This 
is the real tragedy because no rehabilitation takes place and rarely 
are foster homes prepared to give these victims the attention they 
need.  The care for these victims should be a lifelong commitment. 
Organizations need to take responsibility for the lives of these 
women and children in order to give them the specific care and 
attention they need.

> the issue at hand <
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Sufficient programmatic 
design consists of the 
acknowledgement of two basic 
human conditions, the need 
for order and the need for 
mental and physical provision. 
In keeping with the inherent 
need to develop [public and 
private space], proper order 
must be established. In this 
case, when private space is 
distanced but not disconnected 
from public space, a sense 
of public activity is achieved 

without compromising intimate 
functions.  Private space was 
therefore moved to the upper 
level, making it seem less 
accessible while keeping public 
space open at the bottom level.  
Formally speaking, these spaces 
are emphasized by the use of 
positive forms within the private 
space, creating a lighter, more 
accepting space.  Below, the 
space is cool and rigid creating 
a controlled, contemplative 
environment.  
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The structural system used in the majority of design development 
in this project is was flatracks connected to a series of 12 hollow 
section steel columns.  The problem with this is not only high cost, 
but the inaccessibility of the construction type.  Therefore a concrete 
beam and column system was developed that not only supports the 
flatracks initially proposed, but supports various types of floor joists.  
This allows for a highly versatile and interchangeable structural 
system that can take into account not only the construction of the 
project, but the inevitable alterations to the availability of certain 
materials and systems.  

[modular workspace] [louvred overhang] [commemorative focalpoint] [stretched burlap enclosure] [interactive landscape][outdoor classroom] [fiber cement siding][spring water pond]

Mimicking the roof line, this 
overhang brings an enclosure down 
to a more human perspective by 
pulling space in and then releasing 
space out.  Its thin steel supports 
give it a feeling of being suspended 
in air, further emphasizing the 
movement of space underneath.

The workspaces consist of several studios 
made from reused semi-truck trailers, that 
are used as studios for various trade skills; 
from painting to mechanic work.  Not shown 
is a fully functioning tractor trailer (to the 
right) that is used to transport goods from the 
safehouses to the local markets and stores. 

[entry]

The entry to the safehouses is enforced through a 
clearly defined opening through the dense growth 
adjacent to the property.  Because the openings 
are sparse, a strong natural division is created 
between the access road and the property.  This 
entry is further accented by the opening in modular 
workspace that works in unison with the opening in 
the natural landscape. 

In commemoration to those who would 
sacrifice much for the success of this 
facility, the main pathway climaxes at 
this sculpture that pays homage to the 
the trailblazers of the Harbourage. 

In order to enclose the storage area, a 
stretched burlap was used as a cheap, 
disposable and organic material that 
allows the interior space to breath 
while still maintaining a strong 
separation.  If they get dirty, ripped or 
old, they can be easily replaced with 
more recycled burlap.   

The connection of architecture 
to nature is a key element to the 
design of these safehouses and 
so is the connection to learning, 
enjoying and researching. 

The landscape of the site is full 
of elements that use natural 
growth in collaboration with 
man made features.  Things like 
fish ponds, built mounds, open 
sidewalks, etc.  All to allow the 
user to be reminded of his or 
her connection to the earth.

Tapping into the springs the city 
of High Springs is known for, 
this pond is constantly flowing 
with fresh spring water, not only 
cooling the space below but 
allowing for a refreshing way 
to cool off one’s feet on a hot 
Florida summer day.

Fiber cement siding offers a 
lightweight, eco friendly siding 
that maintains a higher ‘R’ value 
than synthetic siding.  It is very 
durable and cost efficient as 
well as being highly recyclable. 

[living quarters]

[main space]

The bedrooms in each house consists of a 4’x8’ room with walls that 
extend 8’ high.  This is done in order to heighten each resident’s sense of 
accountability while still allowing for privacy.  Each room is outfitted with a 
loft bed to maximize space and simplicity of space. 

The main space of the house is the key to the family unit.  Everyone in the 
house, all eight of them, partake in daily activities in the presence of one 
other.  This brings about honesty in each action and allows the tasks of 
one’s day to day life be carried out in harmony with the family unit.

[entry to houses]

Following the main path further 
in, this point marks the entry 
to the safehouses.  With public 
access below, the houses above 
are accessed through privates 
staircases that access two units at 
a time with handicap accessible 
rooms on the ground level.  

[view from back]

The space in the back of the houses 
is somewhat informal; however it 
provides ample space for free activity 
while connecting the landscape to the 
houses above.  

[rear view]

The variety of materials these 
safehouses use can be seen 
here, from the stretched 
burlap to the reclaimed wood 
siding.  The ultimate goal being 
the use of natural, reusable 
materials, all the way down to 
the structure. 

[workspace enclosure]

This overhang is constructed as 
an unchanging structure to house 
the modular components below.  It 
is constructed with angled wood 
joists and wood columns with tin 
deck roofing.

Water retaining gutter that channels 
rainwater collected on roof into the 
water retention vat.

level below

entry

bathrooms

kitchen

den

bedrooms

porch

Cooling system that ventilates from 
pump below ground through vents in 
the floors throughout the house

Water retention vat that can hold up 
to 2800 gallons of water.  Supplies 
irrigation and greywater usage.

High ventilation in kitchen and 
bathroom space to clear out 
humidity and kitchen odor.

Living quarters each have a personal 
vent that also feeds the ground level 
bedrooms through the ceiling.

Wood joist with a double pitch 
for interior ceiling, tin roof 
and interior insulation.

Shipping flatracks supported by 
exterior concrete frame + interior 
hollow section steel columns

Cast in place concrete strip footing.  
1’ wide and 1’ deep.  Lies 6” under 
ground with 4” concrete pad on top.

Concrete block columns 
made from 8”x8”x16” 
blocks stacked 4 per layer.

Wood floor joists with steel 
webs for lighter load and higher 
durability.

Precast concrete beam that supports 
floor load and properly distributes 
the weight from the wood frame wall.

The cooling system in this house works through the use of an underground pump 
that pumps cool spring water through the copper coils of an hvac-type unit.  This 
unit may occasionally use its electric blower to blow cold air on a hot day, but 
normally the elevated roof creates a stack effect, drawing warm out of the sloped 
system above the water retention and pulling the cool air from the underground 
pump through the vents in the floor.  This passive system will allow for an average 
of ten changes of air per day, depending on how hot it is outside.

In the systems core, there is not only a water retention system but a vented, 
composting toilet, that decomposes waste through bacteria and heat induction.  
This system not only breaks down the waste, but makes it scent free and dry so 
that disposal of leftover matter is painless and only needs to be done once a year.  
This matter may also be used as fertilizer for non edible plants.

Finally each roof extends out in order to significantly reduce sun exposure, also 
to be aided by the surrounding trees.  In result facade of each house is protected 
against 90% of all mid day sun exposure.

> Site Plan <

[level 1 bedrooms]
[main classroom]
[screening room]
[technology lab]

> Level 1 Plan < > Level 2 Plan <
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